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Hollywood's  
#1 Post Solution
High end professionals working on feature films and television shows  
use DaVinci Resolve more than any other solution! That’s because  
it’s known for incredible quality and creative tools that are light years 
beyond the competition. You get DaVinci’s Emmy™ award winning image 
technology with 32‑bit float processing, patented YRGB color science  
and a massive wide gamut color space for the latest HDR workflows. You 
also get the legendary quality of Fairlight audio processing for the best 
sound in the industry! With DaVinci Resolve, you get the same exact tools 
professional colorists, editors, VFX artists and sound engineers use every 
day to finish your favorite films and streaming television shows!

All In One Solution  
for Post Production

DaVinci Resolve is the world’s only solution that combines editing, color 
correction, visual effects, motion graphics and audio post production all 
in one software tool! Its elegant, modern interface is fast to learn and 
easy enough for new users, yet powerful for professionals. DaVinci 
Resolve lets you work faster and at a higher quality because you don’t 

have to learn multiple apps or switch software for different tasks. That 
means you can work with camera original quality images throughout 
the entire process. It’s like having your own post production studio in 
a single app! Best of all, by learning DaVinci Resolve, you’re learning 
how to use the exact same tools used by Hollywood professionals!

Professional Editing,  
Color, Effects and Audio Post!

DaVinci Resolve is divided into "pages", each of 
which gives you a dedicated workspace and 
tools for a specific task. Editing is done on 
the cut and edit pages, visual effects 
and motion graphics on the Fusion 
page, color correction on the color 
page, audio on the Fairlight page,  
and media organization and output on 
the media and deliver pages. All it takes  
is a single click to switch between tasks!



 DaVinci Resolve  
 Speed Editor
The DaVinci Resolve Speed Editor features a machined metal 
search dial in a design that includes only the specific keys 
needed for editing. It also has Bluetooth with internal battery 
for connecting wirelessly, or you can connect via USB‑C.  
That means it's more portable than a full sized keyboard!

The DaVinci Resolve Editor Keyboard is a full sized traditional 
QWERTY edit keyboard in a premium, all metal design. Featuring 
a machined metal search dial with clutch, it also includes extra edit, 
trim and timecode entry keys. It's even designed to install via a desk 
cut‑out for flush mounting!

DaVinci Resolve  
Editor Keyboard

The edit page is designed to be easy and intuitive for new users, yet 
powerful enough to give professional editors all the tools and control 
they need! You get drag and drop editing for quickly building a story 
and moving shots around, as well as traditional three point editing tools 
used by industry editors. Plus, DaVinci Resolve is faster because it 

features an automatic trim cursor that changes depending where you  
click in the timeline, so you don’t have to waste time continually going 
back and forth changing tools. The edit page also includes dozens of 
transitions, effects and titles that make it easy to create professional  
work for broadcast television, feature films and online streaming!

Edit 
The World’s Fastest Professional Editing Software!

Introducing the revolution in editing! The new cut page has many  
new innovations that make editing much faster than before. That's 
critical when editing long form episodic television programming, 
documentaries and corporate videos or fast turn music videos and 
television commercials. Of course you can always switch to the edit page 

if you want traditional editing features, as the edit and cut pages work 
seamlessly together! The cut page has also been co-designed to work with 
a hardware panel such as the DaVinci Resolve Speed Editor. This means you 
get an editing solution that’s not "dumbed down", as it's a true professional 
editor that’s focused on introducing new innovations in speed!

Cut 
Next Generation Editing

Two Models

The DaVinci Resolve keyboards have been designed in 
conjunction with the cut page to make editing dramatically faster. 
You get physical controls that you can feel in your hands, making 
the experience much better than software only editing. Unlike 
a mouse, the machined metal search dial with soft rubber coating 
allows very accurate search and positioning of the timeline. 
It feels just like holding the timeline in your hand! Trim keys allow  
the search dial to be used for live trimming, which is faster 
because the search dial is larger and more accurate. Editing and 
trimming with the search dial is a whole new way to work! All of  
this means DaVinci Resolve is the next generation of editing!

 Edit Keyboards 
 Next Generation Editing

DaVinci Resolve  
Editor Keyboard

DaVinci Resolve  
Speed Editor



This compact panel offers a massive number of controls! You get 
everything on the Micro Panel as well as buttons for switching tools, 
adding color corrector nodes, applying secondary grades and using 
Power Windows. The LCD screens at the top display menus and 
controls for adjusting the selected tool.

This low profile panel features 3 high resolution  
trackballs and 12 precision machined knobs to access  
the primary color correction tools. There are buttons for  
switching between log and primary wheels, a key for full  
screen playback and a set of keys for common features and 
workspace navigation.

DaVinci Resolve  
Micro Panel

DaVinci Resolve  
Mini Panel

DaVinci Resolve  
Advanced Panel

The color page lets you manipulate color in creative and artistic ways 
that dramatically affect the mood of a scene, making it an incredibly 
powerful part of the storytelling process. Whether you’re a student, 
online creator or professional Hollywood colorist, you get hundreds 
of artistic tools in an easy to learn node based interface that makes 

experimenting with color fast and exciting! You get support for a huge 
range of formats, including wide color gamut and HDR images, along with 
DaVinci’s legendary 32-bit image processing for high quality, professional 
results. You can balance and match footage from different sources to 
create stunning, unique images that are impossible on other systems!

Color 
Hollywood's Most Advanced Color Corrector

Three Panels  
to Choose From
With three panels to choose from, it’s easy to find one that 
perfectly fits your job and project scope. If you're just getting 
started, the DaVinci Resolve Micro Panel is incredibly compact 
while featuring dozens of professional color controls. It fits 
perfectly next to a keyboard and is great for on set grading with 
a laptop. The DaVinci Resolve Mini Panel is ideal for freelance 
artists that need a fully featured portable panel that can be set up 
at home or moved between jobs. The DaVinci Resolve Advanced 
Panel is designed for professional color suites on feature film, 
television and commercial projects. All 3 panels have similar 
layouts, making it easy to move up when you’re ready!

Color Panels 
Work Faster and Get More Creative Control!
Whether you’re just getting started or are a professional colorist, 
DaVinci Resolve color control panels let you work faster and be more 
creative. The panels give you fluid, hands on control over multiple 
parameters at the same time, so you have more creative options and 
can work much faster than is possible with a mouse. Designed in 

collaboration with the world’s leading colorists, all panels feature a logical 
layout that puts the most important controls under your natural hand 
positions, which allows you to work quickly. All knobs, dials and buttons 
are high quality and have been custom designed to produce the perfect 
amount of resistance, so you can accurately fine tune any parameter.

Designed in collaboration with professional colorists, the  
DaVinci Resolve Advanced Panel allows you to have quick, one  
touch access to virtually every parameter in the program. A fourth 
trackball controls the luminance and color balance of the image, 
without needing to toggle trackball settings.

DaVinci Resolve  
Micro Panel

DaVinci Resolve  
Advanced Panel

DaVinci Resolve  
Mini Panel



There are independent high resolution LCD screens located 
above each of the 12 fader strips. These displays include track 
name, number, and color, along with panning status, channel 
level meters, automation state, bus routing and more.

Channel Status Displays

Motorized Faders
Twelve belt driven 100mm motorized faders offer precision 
volume control for adjusting levels. The bank control buttons  
let you switch between fader sets to control different channels. 
Faders can even be assigned to adjust send and record levels.

Each of the 12 fader channel strips has its own dedicated solo  
and mute buttons for quickly isolating or temporarily turning 
tracks off. Multi function select buttons can be used to load  
track parameters, and activate automation and plug‑in controls.

Channel Strip Controls

Fairlight 
Desktop Console

Channel Strips
The Fairlight Desktop Console features 12 channel strips  
that can be used in a variety of ways for mixing audio.  
Each channel strip has a motorized fader for adjusting  
levels, a series of buttons for solo, mute and other 
parameters, a multifunction pan knob, and an LCD that 
shows you information about the channel or track on which 

you are working. Channel strips can be used to control an 
individual track and any strip can be assigned to any track in 
the project. You can also use a single strip to control multiple 
tracks in a group, or you can use the channel strips to control 
buses. This gives you the speed and flexibility you need for 
total control over your recording and mixing sessions!

The multifunction pan knob can be used for panning or  
assigned to control other Fairlight parameters. Hold control  
and tap to reset, or hold shift for refined control. As it’s a rotary 
encoder it won’t introduce signal noise like mechanical knobs.

Multifunction Pan Knob

Fairlight Desktop Console
The Fairlight Desktop Console is a complete audio mixing control surface 
for mixing multiple tracks at once, automating a variety of parameters 
and plug-in settings, controlling channel functions, recording, 
monitoring, and navigating your project. It’s ideal for new users, smaller 
studios, commercials, online and independent work. You get a familiar 

mixer design with 12 motorized faders, precision control knobs and 
illuminated buttons for quickly identifying channels! You can use the 
knobs and buttons to control channel parameters, EQ, dynamics, plug-ins 
and more. The built in HDMI output lets you connect a display, giving you 
the same interactive graphical feedback as the larger consoles!

Fairlight 
Professional Tools for Audio Post
Fairlight is the world’s first and only audio post production software 
that’s completely integrated with picture editing. That means you can 
move between sound editing and picture editing with a single click! 
The Fairlight page is designed to be intuitive and easy to learn for 
new users, as well as powerful and extremely fast for professionals 

working on massive projects with over a thousand tracks. You get 
dozens of professional tools for recording, editing, mixing, dialog 
replacement, sound clean up and repair, equalization, dynamics 
processing, and mastering soundtracks in all standard formats from 
stereo and surround sound up to the latest immersive 3D audio formats!

Fairlight Desktop Console
The Fairlight Desktop Console is a full audio control surface  
featuring a bank of 12 touch sensitive faders and pan knobs,  
built in LCDs above each channel strip, channel control buttons, 
automation transport and navigation controls, HDMI graphical 
interface output for connecting a monitor, and more.

Fairlight Studio Consoles
If you work on film, television, streaming content or commercials, 
the modular consoles make it easier and faster to mix larger projects 
with more channels and higher track counts. Modular components 
can be dropped into existing desks or you can purchase and 
customize a 2, 3, 4, or 5 bay chassis!

Audio Consoles 
Professional Audio Mixing and Editing Consoles



Fairlight Console  
Channel Faders
Each bank of Fairlight Console Channel Faders features a familiar mixer 
design with 12 motorized faders per module, rotary control knobs and 
illuminated buttons. The sculpted, high quality faders are extremely 
smooth to move and provide the perfect amount of resistance, allowing 
you to make subtle adjustments. Fairlight Console Channel Fader controls 
include pan, solo, mute, and call buttons. Each channel strip has an 
integrated LCD above the channel to display the most important channel 
information. Fader modules can control up to 144 channels at a time using 
bank select buttons and you can install multiple fader modules in a 5 bay 
console. That gives you direct access to more than 500 channels!

Fairlight Console 
Channel Control
The channel control module features 12 groups of touch sensitive rotary 
encoder knobs and illuminated buttons, each of which can be assigned 
to a single channel, the 12 adjacent fader channels or the master bus. 
When used in single channel mode, you get instant access to over 192 
different parameters for the current selection. That means you don't 
have to take your hands off the panel or use the mouse to adjust EQ, 
dynamics and other settings! The LCD above provides visual feedback 
as you make adjustments. Channel display buttons on the sides let you 
select the channel display mode, while buttons at the bottom let you set 
insert in, solo safe, select, and arm for the active channel.

Fairlight Console 
Audio Editor
The Fairlight Console Audio Editor lets you use both hands with  
the search dial and action keys to work quickly without ever taking your 
hands off the panel. It gives you quick access to virtually every feature 
in the software and features a graphical custom function keyboard.  
The keys automatically change based on the current task, putting the 
controls you need right under your fingertips when you need them so 
you can work faster! There’s also a built in 12" LCD screen that displays 
information based on the current task, macro keys for automating 
repetitive tasks, transport controls and more. The Fairlight Console Audio 
Editor can also be purchased and used as a stand alone desktop model. 

Fairlight Console  
LCD Monitor
You can add a high resolution computer and display to every bay!  
Each LCD is its own self contained computer running Blackmagic OS 
giving you instant graphic feedback for all channels in that module.  
The LCD features ethernet, HDMI and SDI inputs. It can display channel 
information, the DaVinci Resolve user interface, plug‑in interfaces, or 
video previews. Depending on the task, you’ll see individual channel 
information inline with each fader strip below, all parameters when used 
in single channel mode, or all controls for master mode. Previewing the 
video program while mixing and editing allows you to see the talent up 
close. You get a detailed view of character faces for checking lip sync!

Customize Your Own Console
Fairlight’s modular components are designed to be flexible  
so you can use them with your own furniture or in a Fairlight 
chassis. They can be dropped into your own desks, making  
it easy to upgrade existing suites and furniture with Fairlight 
hardware. Each component comes with a mechanical drawing 
and cut out pattern that can be used as a guide, making it easy  

to modify your furniture to accommodate Fairlight hardware.  
Brackets and frames are also available for securely mounting  
the modules in place, ensuring a perfect, professional fit. The 
optional Fairlight HDMI Monitor Interface lets you connect your 
own display, providing similar functionality as the Fairlight 
Console LCD Monitor.

Fairlight Studio Consoles
Once you’ve mastered the desktop console, it’s easy to step up to a 
larger modular console as most of the controls and interfaces are the 
same! Modular consoles make it easier to mix larger projects because 
you have more faders and control buttons. You can create a custom 
console by combining the Fairlight audio editor, channel faders,  

channel controls, and LCD monitors. The components can be dropped  
into your own desk, or you can select and configure a 2, 3, 4, or 5 bay 
Fairlight chassis. You can buy a chassis today and add to it later as your 
needs change. There are also chassis accessories that allow you to angle  
the console, fill in blank panel spaces that you can add to later and more.

Channel Fader

Motorized fader panel 
with 12 channel strips 
and controls buttons.

Audio Editor

Hardware control  
panel for high speed 
audio editing.

Channel Control

Dual function control 
knobs and buttons for 
each channel strip.

Chassis Bay

Modular cast steel 
chassis available in  
2, 3, 4 and 5 bay 
configurations.

LCD Monitor

High resolution  
screen with HDMI,  
SDI and ethernet inputs.
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DaVinci Resolve Keyboards, Panels and Consoles

Editor Keyboards
DaVinci Resolve Speed Editor
Includes large search dial in a design that includes only the specific keys  
needed for editing. Includes Bluetooth with battery for wireless use so it's more 
portable than a full sized keyboard! 

DaVinci Resolve Editing Keyboard
Full sized traditional QWERTY editor keyboard in a premium metal design.  
Featuring a metal search dial with clutch, plus extra edit, trim and timecode  
keys. Can be installed inset for flush mounting.

Color Panels
DaVinci Resolve Micro Panel
Low profile panel features 3 high resolution trackballs and 12 precision  
machined knobs to access the primary color correction tools. Includes buttons  
for common features and workspace navigation.

DaVinci Resolve Advanced Panel
Designed in collaboration with professional Hollywood colorists, the DaVinci 
Resolve Advanced Panel features a massive number of controls or direct access 
to every DaVinci color correction feature.

DaVinci Resolve Mini Panel
This model includes the features of the micro panel model plus two LCDs  
with menus and buttons for switching tools, adding color corrector nodes,  
applying secondary grades and using Power Windows.

Fairlight Audio Consoles
Fairlight Desktop Console
Portable audio control surface includes 12 premium touch sensitive  
flying faders, channel LCDs for advanced processing, automation  
and transport controls plus HDMI for an external graphics display.

Fairlight Desktop Audio Editor
Get incredibly fast audio editing for sound engineers working on  
tight deadlines! Includes LCD screen, touch sensitive control knobs,  
built in search dial and full keyboard with multi function keys.

Fairlight Console Bundle 2 Bay
Complete Fairlight studio console with 1 channel fader,  
1 channel control, 1 audio editor, 2 LCD monitors and 2 bay chassis.

Fairlight Console Bundle 3 Bay
Complete Fairlight studio console with 2 channel faders,  
2 channel controls, 1 audio editor, 3 LCD monitors and 3 bay chassis.

Fairlight Console Bundle 4 Bay
Complete Fairlight studio console with 3 channel faders,  
3 channel controls,1 audio editor, 4 LCD monitors and 4 bay chassis.

Fairlight Console Bundle 5 Bay
Complete Fairlight studio console with 4 channel faders,  
4 channel controls, 1 audio editor, 5 LCD monitors and 5 bay chassis.

Fairlight Console Chassis Leg Kit 0 Deg
Fairlight studio console legs at 0º angle for when you require  
a flat working surface. Required for all Fairlight Studio Consoles.

Fairlight Console Chassis Leg Kit 8 Deg
Fairlight studio console legs at 8º angle for when you require a slightly  
angled working surface. Required for all Fairlight Studio Consoles.

Fairlight Studio Console Bundles

Fairlight Console Channel Fader
Features 12 motorized faders, rotary control knobs illuminated  
buttons for pan, solo, mute and call, plus bank select buttons.

Fairlight Console Channel Control
12 groups of touch sensitive rotary control knobs and illuminated  
buttons, assignable to fader strips, single channel or master bus.

Fairlight Console Audio Editor
Get quick access to virtually every Fairlight feature! Includes a  
12” LCD, graphical keyboard, macro keys, transport controls and more.

Fairlight Console LCD Monitor
Features HDMI, SDI inputs for video and computer monitoring  
and Ethernet for graphics display of channel status and meters.

Fairlight Studio Console Individual Modules

Fairlight Console Chassis 2 Bay
Empty 2 bay Fairlight studio console chassis that can be populated  
with various faders, channel controls, edit and LCD monitors.

Fairlight Console Chassis 3 Bay
Empty 3 bay Fairlight studio console chassis that can be populated  
with various faders, channel controls, edit and LCD monitors.

Fairlight Console Chassis 4 Bay
Empty 4 bay Fairlight studio console chassis that can be populated  
with various faders, channel controls, edit and LCD monitors.

Fairlight Console Chassis 5 Bay
Empty 5 bay Fairlight studio console chassis that can be populated  
with various faders, channel controls, edit and LCD monitors. 

Fairlight Studio Console Unpopulated Chassis

Fairlight HDMI Monitor Interface
Use alternative HDMI or SDI televisions and  
monitors when building a Fairlight studio console.

Fairlight Console Mounting Bar 2 Bay
Mounting bar with locating pins to allow correct alignment  
of bay modules when building a custom 2 bay Fairlight console.

Fairlight Console Mounting Bar 3 Bay
Mounting bar with locating pins to allow correct alignment  
of bay modules when building a custom 3 bay Fairlight console.

Fairlight Console Mounting Bar 4 Bay
Mounting bar with locating pins to allow correct alignment  
of bay modules when building a custom 4 bay Fairlight console.

Fairlight Console Mounting Bar 5 Bay
Mounting bar with locating pins to allow correct alignment  
of bay modules when building a custom 5 bay Fairlight console.

Fairlight Console Side Arm Kit
Side arm kit mounts into Fairlight console mounting bar and  
holds each fader, channel control and LCD monitor module.

Fairlight Narrow Blank Kit
Blank 1/3rd wide bay for building a custom console  
with the extra 1/3rd section. Includes blank infill panels.

Fairlight Console Channel Rack Kit
Allows mounting standard 19 inch rack mount equipment  
in the channel control area of the Fairlight studio console.

Fairlight Console Channel Control Blank
Blank panel to fill in the channel control area of the Fairlight studio console.

Fairlight Console LCD Monitor Blank
Blank panel to fill in the LCD monitor area of the Fairlight studio  
console when you're not using the standard Fairlight LCD monitor.

Fairlight Console Channel Fader Blank
Blank panel to fill in the fader control area of the Fairlight studio console.

Accessories For Custom Furniture


